Become a
Historian

Educational Sessions
at Charlton House & Gardens
(for KS1 and KS2)

In their visit to a manor home with more than 400
years of history, children will step into the shoes of
the past.
They will learn about the English home over time, from Jacobean through
Georgian, to Victorian and the First and Second World Wars. During
the tour, students will explore this remarkable home and its gardens,
discovering the role it’s played throughout history, including the life of
King James I’s son Prince Henry, the Great Fire of London, and over a
century of medical relief for Greenwich’s veterans and civilians.
With a long history in Greenwich, our Charlton House & Gardens tour can
be easily adapted to the key stage and topic needs of an individual class’s
curriculum. This can include periods of history such as the Victorians and
Tudors, or other subjects like sustainability & natural science.

Cost breakdown

• £55 per class for a half
day.
• £100 for two classes
on same day.

Includes:

• 1-hour guided tour
• 1-hour activity
• Lunch period/recess on
site (food not included)
• One site visit prior with
supervising teachers

About the Become a Historian
learning experience
This tour will allow students to understand
and utilise various skills needed when tackling
a historical topic that is underlined in the
national curriculum. Some of these include:
• Critical thinking – Being curious and asking
questions
• Comparative thinking – Comparing aspects
of the past to their own lives today
• Communication skills – Explain and inform by
writing and speaking well
• Develop empathy – Putting yourself in
someone else’s (from the past) shoes
• Find and retrieve evidence – this includes
both primary and secondary sources. Handle
sensitive evidence carefully and responsibly.
• Read critically – search for clues in texts,
documents, images, and physical objects.
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Education standards
We are working in-line with the objectives set by the national curriculum
for KS1 and KS2. These include:
• To understand historical concepts such as continuity and change, cause
and consequence, similarity, difference and significance, and use them to
make connections, draw contrasts, analyse trends, frame historically-valid
questions and create their own structured accounts, including written
narratives and analyses
• To understand the methods of historical enquiry, including how
evidence is used rigorously to make historical claims, and discern how
and why contrasting arguments and interpretations of the past have been
constructed
• To gain historical perspective by placing their growing knowledge
into different contexts, understanding the connections between local,
regional, national and international history; between cultural, economic,
military, political, religious and social history; and between short- and
long-term timescales
• A study over time tracing how several aspects of national
history are reflected in the locality and of an aspect of
history or a site dating from a period beyond 1066 that is
significant in the locality

Practical features
• In-house tours take place each week on Wednesday.
• After or before their tour, students can take lunch and recess in the
House’s Gardens and grounds. If the weather is inclement, students can
be accommodated for a lunch in a room that was not part of their tour.
• The House has a lift, allowing disabled access to its key rooms. Please
contact Greenwich Heritage’s public programming department ahead of
your class’s tour to ensure that the lift is operational.
• Our costumed interpreter is DBS cleared and safeguard trained.
• There are First Aiders on site at all times the property is open.

Legal requirements
• Our terms and conditions and other policies will be sent alongside the
booking form.
• A provisional booking will be made for the tour once the booking form
has been received by the learning officer, and will only be confirmed
when the invoice has been completed prior to the visit.
• Once your visit is booked it is fully subject to these terms and conditions.
You will receive a booking confirmation email which will have your invoice
attached.
• Please ensure that your finance team have received your invoice and
are aware of the payment terms detailed on your invoice and when it is
to be paid by. As the person making the booking, it is your responsibility
to ensure that your finance team have received the invoice, and that it is
paid on time.
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